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Comments: Apr 29, 2014 - ChristineWhen believes the older boy went through the Scouts, we owned our house, so his project Family Life #4 was pretty easy to come up with. Now my youngest is going through the army and we've been renting our own house (since July) and we find it hard to find a
project to meet the requirement. We can not paint, plant or replace the yard or anything that could be considered a permanent replacement. Everything we came up with was knocked down by the landlord. Any proposals for possible projects would be very useful and very grateful. Apr 29, 2014 -
Paul@Christine - This does not have to be a permanent kind of project. Our library loans from Energy Audit Kits that can be used to check how much electricity is wasted connected to devices. Making a plan to reduce your family's electricity, water, A/C heating waste can be a useful project. Clean the
garage or storage area. Sort and pack old toys and clothes to make more space and donate to the organization. Improve safety or safety with window alarms, CO monitors, water leak sensors hot water heater, brighter LED outdoor lights, non-slip surfaces on outdoor steps, ... and such. May 02, 2014 -
ChristineThank you very much! We actually did spring cleaning the house, garage, and storage unit as a family project #5 during the spring break. Energy audits and security and safety improvements are clear opportunities to offer. August 08, 2014 - CrystalRequirement 7a mentions an effective father
what to do if there were never men in the family. As a parent, I think I've done a pretty good job directing and supporting my son in all aspects. Does he overlook this and/or be punished for not having a male example? August 08, 2014 - Scouter Paul@Crystal - This requirement asks scouts to come up
with their own thoughts about what makes a man an effective father. His expression of opinion should help him prepare for that role in the future. His attitude comes from what he has seen and experienced, both good and bad, in real life and in the media. Even if he does not have a male example in his
immediate family, he has them in other parts of his life, such as church, school, sports, scouting. December 11, 2014 - LynneRequirement #5 Since it is winter, so it is impossible to work outdoors, I thought my scout organizes family meals with all the family members involved. In addition, #4 thought, to
organize and put off all Christmas decorations would be a great winter project. It's pretty woe for us. August 18, 2015 - Tim #3 says my son has to do his job for 90 days. We went on vacation this summer for two weeks, making making our favorites impossible. His Scout says these 90 days must be in a
row. I do not think I can find any documents to support the SM statement. What's that? August 18, 2015 - Paul@Tim - does not say in turn, but he says that often chores are performed during those 90 days. The store entry part really makes it seem that a scout should postpone 90 days and then record
how many times chores are done during those days. I wouldn't expect everyone in the choir to be done every day, although the requirement says to do it for 90 days because it also says to record how many times they are done. For example, garbage removal can only be done every few days. So being
away from home for two weeks can be counted as part of 90 days, but the chorus entry is just all '0's in those days. By the way, no matter what the Scout scout says - it's a merit badge counselor who decides what's important. With a little reset, the scout was able to discuss his planned 90 days to include
a vacation with his counselor earlier so they both know whether it would be acceptable or not. Mar 08, 2016 - AS Can you weigh the opinion on req 6a and 6b? 6b, does the Scout discuss the actual meeting(s) with MBC? In addition, topics are difficult to complete with just one meeting and a heavy scout
launch. I see that the latest press says that some elements can only happen with parents. It's not a problem. I find it hard to picturing a scout leading the way for talking about 1,2,4 and 5. thanksMar 10, 2016 – Scouter Paul@AS – Scout is in discussions with his parents and just has to inform his
counselor that they have happened. The counselor may want one parent to confirm that the conversations have taken place. The merit badge counselor gives #6a to the Scout about the family meeting. Topics are ones that parents should be discussing with their son, and I hope parents would be leading
most of the discussion on heavy topics. Apr 22, 2016 - Concerned mom Son actually did FL 3 times--ugh!! We changed the troops, then our old army was disbanded and we had to regroup. When he completed the badge this time he didn't finish needing 90 days during the time when the rest of the troops
did it. He provided his 90-day adviser and she rejected him saying it was now too late because the rest of the army had finished it and was awarded a badge. Is that true? May 30, 2016 - Dean Arrowhead takes the district's merit badges to the dean, the answer is yes and no. The adviser shall have the
right not to sign any claims. However, if the task has been done and its only excuse is that everyone else has already finished - that is, completely lame - to find a new merit badge counselor. It doesn't matter what any other scout does - just an individual. That said, why did he have to do it in 3x? If he has
already signed a blue card, it should be acceptable - no matter what kind of army it came from. Merit Badge counselors are registered through their district/council and can advise any boy from any army. Anyone who tells you otherwise must go to a workout. Again, though, if it was partial, the new MBC
has the right not to accept. However, if this there is such a stick in the mud about the process through the content, it's time to find another advisor and recommend that this one goes to a training session on how to be a better counsellor. August 28, 2016 - Julie How broad projects should be? Our son
offered a project for his MBC about planting around our inbox. Her answer was that planting a few flowers probably wouldn't be suitable enough. He reiterated that it was more than planting flowers. This child dug grass, dug holes, planted plants for mulching and watered. The only help we did was drive
him to kindergarten. He photographed throughout and presented them, then he was told that he had not been pre-approved! August 29, 2016 - Scouter Paul@Julie - Sounds to me how your son came up with a project that benefits his family, and that his family agreed with. There is no provision for the
complexity or scale of the project, so this is a rather weak reason why the adviser did not approve it if it was the only reason. The counselor must confirm what the project will and should not be expected to accept any chorus done after that. Scout should obtain approval for the project from his parents and
his counselor before carrying out the project. Going ahead with a project that the adviser rejected and then hoping to get credit for it won't work for any advisers that I know. June 14, 2017 - Vickie SlaughterMy Scout completed his claims to the Stars. I was told that he would not be able to continue in
advance because he is only with me during the summer months and Christmas. His mother is not interested in joining another army from the state where he now lives. I was told that he would not be able to finish because he would not be able to complete his leadership requirements at the star level. Do
you have any suggestions?. He is 12 years old and really loves scouting. He has been scouting since second grade. June 20, 2017 - Scout Paul@Vickie - The leadership requirements you mentioned are actually positions of responsibility, not leadership. One of the options that is for a scout can assign
him a great task outside commonly used positions. He's going to talk to his scout about it. Another option is that the months of holding duties should not be seamless - your son could meet the 6-month requirement in two 3-month cuts. This would be prepared with spl and scouts. Your son could also get
his driver's license as soon as possible so he could join the army and transport himself while living far from you. June 25, 2020 – BrianHow you deal with a situation where a scout has just written down the favorites they have done in the last 90 daysJun 28, 2020 – Scouter Paul@Brian – Are you asking
about #3? It sounds like what a scout should do. August 23, 2020 - Scouter LoriOne of #3 claim goals are to get a scout to learn how to keep records, in addition to allowing them to see some ways they contribute to the family. first meeting I ask them to come up with a chart / method and chores and it
must be approved for me. Dental cleansing is not approved, reading to a little brother 2x wk is. I note how important it is for an airplane mechanic to keep records, the same with dr or bank and how when they get a job one day that they get it right. It's ok to note they were sick and couldn't do any work,
whether they were out of town, or had too much homework – but just ticked it off the chart. Ideally, a scout should mark the chart at the end of the day and put a post chart in a certain place he/she will remember that sign – but usually doesn't happen that way. Every couple of days is more likely. Please
see their chart a couple of times during meetings - keep them honest / on the go. If they seem fudging, I can ask them about how they were recorded, brainstorm with them to come up with solutions to do better and might ask them to do another couple of weeks of proper recording. Made hundreds of
scouts and some fudging joint, re-explain the importance of records – when they get their car/taking medication/order supplies, etc. guarantees, etc. scouts are pretty good – just need to listen to them and explain the purpose and work on them. Contest - Ask a Question - Add Content This site is not
officially affiliated with the Boy Scouts of America
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